A biomimetic bioelectronic tongue: A switch for On- and Off- response of acid sensations.
The perception of sour taste in mammals is important for its basic modality properties and avoiding toxic substances. We explore a biomimetic bioelectronic tongue, which integrate MEA (microelectrode array) and taste receptor cell for acid detection as a switch. However, the acid-sensing mechanism and coding of the taste receptor cells in the periphery is not well understood, with long-standing debate. Therefore, we firstly construct a Hodgkin-Huxley type mathematical model of whole-cell acid-sensing taste receptor cells based on the electrophysiologic patch clamp recordings with different acid sensitive receptor expressing and different acidic stimulations. ASICs and PKDL channels are two most promising candidates for acidic sensation. ASICs channels contribute to the On response, and PKDL channels coding the Offset stimulations respectively, which function as a pair for switch. Therefore, with the advantage of effective and noninvasive detection for MEA, a sour taste biosensor based on MEA and taste receptor cells was designed and established to detect sour response from the elementary acid sensitive taste receptor cells during and after stimulus. From simulation and extracelluar potential recordings, we found the biomimetic bioelectronic tongue was acid-sensitive, as acid stimulation pH decrease, the firing frequency significantly increase. Furthermore, this reliable and effective MEA based bioelectronic tongue functioned as a switch for stimulation On and Off. This study provided a powerful platform to recognize sour stimulation and help elucidate the sour taste sensation and coding mechanism.